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ABSTRACT ing code and those of an LS(4,8,8) [3] code. Li [2, 5] proposed
LAS CDMA exhibits a significantly better performance than the employment of the so-called LAS codes, which exhibit zero
that ofclassic random code based DS-CDMA, when operating auto-correlation and cross-correlation in a limited-offset range of
in a quasi-synchronous scenario. Classic frequency-domain [-l, t]-chips. In [6,7] the authors ofthis contribution investigated
raised cosine Nyquist filtering is known to show the best pos-
sible performance, but its complexity may be excessive in high- 150- LAS code
chip-rate systems. Hence in these systems often low-complexity . .Traditional spreading code
time-domain waveform shaping is considered. Motivated by Eo 10-
this fact, the achievable performance of LAS-CDMA is inves-
tigated in conjunction with three different time-limited chip- 8 50- IFW
waveforms, which exhibit an infinite bandwidth. The raised
cosine time-domain waveform based DS-CDMA system is shown 0-
to achieve the best performance in the context of a strictly -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30
band-limited system, because its frequency-domain spectral
side-lobes are relatively low. Figure 1: Correlation of both LAS and random spreading se-
quences
1. INTRODUCTION
the performance of LAS-CDMA, which exhibited a significantly
In Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA) better performance than that ofclassic CDMA, whenoperating in
systems, the spreading sequences characterize the associated In- aquasi-synchronous scenario.
ter Symbol Interference (ISI) as well as the Multiple Access In- In this paper we investigated the performance ofLAS CDMA
terference (MAI) properties [1]. Traditional spreading sequences, In conjunctio witva scipaveformsnte on ofboth
such as m-sequences [1], Gold codes [1] and Kasami codes [1] an infinite with andasiclbandlimite cenaro. M ore
exhibit non-zero off-peak auto-correlations and cross-correlations, plicite different avefrm deig eted to icr
which results in a high MAI in case ofasynchronous uplink trans- plfcrtly, the dafferentchip-waveform designs are expected to incur
missions. A family of orthogonal codes is constituted by Walsh .. .
codes [1] and orthogonal Gold codes, which do retain their or- requiring different signalling bandwidths. Hence we investigated
thogonalit in case of perfect synchronization, but they also ex- a LAS-CDMA system in conjunction with both rectangular chip- thogonality~~~~~~~~~~~ in caeo.efc ycrnzain u hyas x waveforms as well ashalf-sine andraised-cosine chip-waveforms.
hibit non-zero off-peak auto-correlations and cross-correlations in Closed-form formulas arederived for evaluating the performance
asynchronous scenarios. Consequently, these correlation proper- oL C mA,awheinvoi ferentip-waveforms.
ties limit the achievable performance in asynchronous scenarios. The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 de-
Hence traditional DS-CDMA cellular systems are interference lim- sre orgsystem od while Section 3 a e-
ited and suffer from the so-called 'near-far' effects unless com- . . J ' r1, .......................able analytical BER performance ofLAS-CDMA when using var- plex interference cancellers [1] or multi-user detectors [1] are em- ious chips w ER Seton 4 introDu t tie-limt chi-
ployed for combating these adverse effects. This results in costly waveforms sdedfollow b iou umerical perfomanedstudy
and 'power-hungry' implementations. Allthese limitations are im- invecon 5d. Fin , Section 6 ofr oumriclusiorns
posed by the imperfect correlation properties ofthe spreading se-
quences employed. Hence, considerable research efforts have been
invested in designing spreading sequences, which exhibit zero cor- 2. SYSTEM MODEL
relation values, when the relative delay-induced code offset is in
the so-called Zero Correlation Zone (ZCZ) or Interference Free Let us consider an asynchronous K-user DS-CDMA communica-
Window (IFW) of the spreading code. The attractive family of tion system, where each user is assigned aunique signature wave-
Large Area Synchronized (LAS) CDMA spreading sequences is G-1
constituted by the combination of the so-called Large Area (LA) form ck (t) = E Cki/TC (t - il). The chip-sequence Cki C
codes [2, 3] and Loosely Synchronous (LS) codes [4]. The resul- =
tant LAS codes exhibit an IFW, where the off-peak aperiodic auto- g{+1,-1, O} represents the spreading sequence ofthe kth user
correlation values as well as the aperiodic cross-correlation values and in this contribution we will consider PN random codes as well
become zero, resulting in zero ISI and zero MAI, provided that as the LAS spreading codes [2, 3]. The processing gain is de-
the time-offset of the codes is within the IFW. Figure 1 charac- noted by G, which obeys G =TS/TC, and X'T, (t) represents the
terizes the correlation properties of a traditional random spread- chip-waveform having an energy of Ao /4FT (t)dt =1T. Again,
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we considered three chip-waveforms, namely rectangular, raised- 3. BER ANALYSIS
cosine and half-sine chip-waveforms. For convenience, we define
the normalized chip-waveform as f(t) = fT, (tlT,). For the Let the first user be the user-of-interest and consider a receiver
band-limited system considered, the normalized chip-waveform using de-spreading as well as multipath diversity combining. The
fb(t) satisfies: conventional matched filter basedRAKE receiver using MRC may
be invokedfor detection, where we assumethatthe RAKEreceiver
+00 is capable ofcombining L, number ofdiversity paths.
b(t- ni)fb*(t -n2)dt = 6(ni, n2), (1) Letus assume thatwe have achieved time synchronization and
-oo perfect estimates ofthe channel magnitudes and phases are avail-
able. The individual matched filter outputs are appropriately de-
where q (hi, h2) 1 for hi = 2, and 0 for ha v2. From layed, in order to coherently combine the L, number ofpath sig-
Eq.(1), we have: nals processed by the RAKE combiner. The Ith RAKE combiner
v0 ¢2(n)-1 2 finger's output Zkl is sampled at t = T + IT, + Tk, in order to
S -2(n) (2) detect the kth user's transmitted symbol bk[0], which is expressed
n=-oo s as:
Consequently, when the K users' signals are transmitted over a
frequency-selective fading channel, the received complex-valued Zkl = Dkl + 'k1, (6)
low-pass equivalent signal at a given base station can be expressed where Dkl represents the desired direct Line-of-Sight (LOS) com-
as:
ponent, which can be expressed as:
K Lp-1
R(t) 5 ck(t-lT c -Tk) Dkl
= 2PTbk[0]hl2 (7)
k=1 1=0
bk (t -IT, - Tk)hkl exp(jOkl) + N(t), (3) InEq.(7) bk[0] isthe firstbit transmittedbythe kthBPSK userand
we have bk[0] C {+1,-1}. Hence, the interference plus noise
where N(t) is the complex-valued low-pass-equivalent AWGN term Ik in Eq.(6) may be expressed as:
having a double-sided spectral density ofNo and Tk is the propa- Ik1 = Ik1[SI +Ik1[Ml +Nkl' (8)
gation delay ofuser k, while Lp is the total number ofresolvable
paths. Furthermore, the complex low-pass equivalent representa- where Iki [S] represents the multipath interference imposed by the
tion of the Channel Impulse Response (CIR) encountered by the user-of-interest. Explicitly, Iki [S] may be expressed as:
kth user is given by [8]:
Lp-1
Lp-1 Ikl[S] = PT8hkl 5 hkip eXp(jOklp) {Pkk(O)} (9)
hk(t) = E: hk16(t- IT,) exp (jOkl), (4)
-1,[] k
p=o
1=0 Ip#l
where hkl represents the Nakagami-distributed fading envelope, where the term Pkk(n) is formulated as:
IT, is the relative delay ofthe Ith path ofuser k with respect to the
main path, while Lp is the total number of resolvable multipath 1 C-i
components. Furthermore, Okl is the uniformly distributed phase- pkk G 5 Ck[i] Ck -lfl. (10)
shift of the Ith multipath component of the channel and 6(t) is i=o
the Kronecker Delta-function. More explicitly, the L multipath Furthermore, Iki [M] of Eq.(8) represents the multiuser interfer-
attenuations {hkl} are independent Nakagami distributed random ence inflicted by the K -1 interfering users, which is expressed
variables having a Probability Density Function (PDF) of [9-11]: as:
p(hkl) M(hkl,mkl, Qkl), K LP-1
2lmmR
2m -m/Q)R2 )Ikl [M] 2PT8hk 5E 5 hk'lp exp(jOklp) M(R,m,Q) e(5) k1=1 1p=O F(m)Qm k'#k
where F(.) is the gamma function [8], and mkl is the Nakagami- X {Pkk'(lYs(Tk) +Pkk'(r)*(l -Tk)}
T (1)
m fading parameter, which characterizes the severity ofthe fading
for the 1-th resolvable path ofuser k [12] Specifically, mkl =1 and we have:
represents Rayleigh fading, mkl -) o0 corresponds to the conven- G-1
tional Gaussian scenario and mkl = 1/2 describes the so-called Pkk'() = Ck[i]*Ck [i - lp -1]. (12)
one-sided Gaussian fading, i.e. the worst-case fading condition. G=
The Rician and log-normal distributions can also be closely ap- G-1
proximated by the Nakagami distribution in conjunction with val- Pkkir)= GEC[i k[-p] (13)
ues of mkl > 1. The parameter Qkl in Equation 5 iS the second =
moment of hkl, i.e. we have Qkl =E[(hkl)2]. We assume a
negative exponentially decaying Multipath Intensity Profile (MIP) It was shown in [13, 14] for a random PN spreading sequence that
given by Qkl - Qk er/i 'r > O,1 0,..., L- 1, where Qkl the random variables pk, pkk (I) and pkk (r) may be modelled
is the average signal strength corresponding to the first resolvable as complex Gaussian random variables having a mean ofzero and
path and i7 is the rate ofaverage power decay. a variance of 17G. Therefore, the variance of the term 'ki [S] of
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Eq.(8), which was explicitly formulated inEq.(9) canbe expressed where we have -= e- I - 0,1, ...., - 1, and L, rep-
as: resents the number ofRAKE receiver fingers, while T is the neg-
ative exponential Channel Impulse Response (CIR) tap decay fac-
Var{Ikl[S]}=2PT2h,l-Qo[q(Lp, T) - 1]. (14) tor. For the random codes, the corresponding-c is given by: G
Similarly, the variance ofthe term 1ki[M] formulated in Eq.(I1) _ [Kq(Lp,r1)EK/i(T)l+ q(L+,r1)-1 + QEb >
can be expressed as: [ G G +kNo }J
1 (22) Var{Iki [M]} 2PT2hk1QoKq(Lp, Tr)- G while for LAS CDMA we have
E E[f (T) + T1-)] (15) 1-
2 Ts(1(15)KTm(1E-A(T)l (QoEb~
2PTl2hklQoKq(Lp,l1)-E[O(T)], [ ) + + K N) (23)
where E[$(T)] = E[b2(T) + ~2(I - T)] defines the interfer-
encefactor 1 associated with a specific chip pulse shape, which 4. CHIP WAVEFORMS
predetermines the amount ofthe M\AI imposed by different chip-
waveforms. The interferencefactor associated with aspecificpulse _
shape is expected to decrease as the excess bandwidth increases. In Rectangular
otherwords, we are capable ofreducingthe MAI imposed on other Half-Sine --Raised Cosine
users at the cost ofdecreasing the attainable spectral efficiency, as -10
it will be demonstrated and it is possible to strike a trade-off be-
tween the processing gain G and the excess bandwidth. Further- -20
more, T in Equation 15 is a random variable uniformly distributed El
in[0,1], and E[$(T)] can be expressed as E[$(T)] =2E[b2(T)].
Finally, the noise term ofEq.(8) can be expressed as: O 30 1
Nkl hkl ] n(t)c[t] cos(27f,t + Okl)dt, (16) -40
which is a Gaussian random variable having zero mean andavari- -50 1-
ance ofNOT,hkl.
In [6, 7] the authors of this contribution introduced the MPI -60
and MVAI interference reduction factors of Ts(l) and TM(l) for 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
LAS codes, which reflected the corresponding MAI and MPI re- Normalized frequencyfrc
duction achievable in comparison to random codes. Hence, the
corresponding MAI and MPI variance for LAS codes can be ex- Figure 2: The logarithmic power density spectrum IQ(f)12 of
pressed as: the rectangular, half-sine and raised cosine time-domain chip-
waveforms.
22 Var{Ikl[S]} = 2PT82hkl-QoTs(l), (17) G
Var{lIkl [M]} = 2P1hlQoK-TM (l)E[X(T)] (18) Fortime-limitedchip-waveforms, thecorrespondingfrequency- G domain spectral density function Q(f) may be expressed with the
The MRC's decision variable Zk, is constituted by the sum of aid ofthe Fourier transform Q(f) = {XT, (t)}. Figure 2 por-
the RAKE fingers' output, which can be expressed as: trays the corresponding power spectral density function IQ()12.
We considered the fractional energy containment bandwidth defi-
Lr -1 nitions of [15, 16] forthe sake ofcharacterizing these time-limited
Zk S Zkl. (19) waveforms. The stringent definition of f Q(f)df > 99.995%
10 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~f
'I Q2(f)df-
was used for quantifying the required bandwidth as the band con-
Following a similar procedure to that described in [6,7] and a taining 99.995% of the chip-waveform's power in the context of
range of arduous manipulations, the corresponding bit error ratio the finite time duration signalling pulses considered. By contrast,
(BER) can be expressed as: in terms ofthe Nyquist excess bandwidth J, which quantifies the
required bandwidth, we have:
Pb(E) Q ( (E[Z])2 (20) 1+= 3 (24)
Var [Zk] / =2T,
24
1 fb7/2 r~ I' m1sin2 Q) 8 m d l In [14,1l7], Dallas and Pavlidou investigated the interference factor,
T Jo 11 tT + msin2 o) dO (21) E[X(Q3,T)] defined in the context ofEq.(15), which was found to
_______________=_ be 0.666, 0.596 and 0.582 for the rectangular, half-sine and raised
lSnc different chip-waveforms have different bandwidth require- cosinechip-waveforms, respectively. Therefore, followingEq.(24)
ments and hence inflict different amounts of MAI, the different chip- and the above definition ofthe energy containment bandwidth, the
waveforms are characterized by their interference factors. required excess bandwidths are summarized in Table 1 for both of
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the above mentioned energy containment factors, along with the
corresponding interference factors for the three time-limited chip-
waveforms considered.
Waveform Energy containment Interference 0 K=32 G=128i=2T f=0.2 m=1 Lr=3Lp=
bandwidth > 99.995% factor E[/(T)] ---------- tASmcode L =4
Rectangular 3 = 38.34 0.666 Random cdes f_
Half-Sine 3 = 12.90 0.596 10 0v Half-Sdine chip-waveform
Raised Cosine 3= 5.58 0.482
Table 1: The required excess bandwidth / and the corresponding F;A
interference factors E[O(T)] for various time-domain chip-pulse 3L0
shapes.
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS - C--0T)
1-5 '____ '____'____'____'____'___ '____ '____'____'____'____'___'____'____'-
In our investigations we compared a traditional random code and 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
a LAS-code based CDMA system, both of which have the same Eb/NO[dB]
chip-rate inconjunctionwithvarious chip-waveforms. Again, LAS
codes exhibit a zero-valued IFW, which does not contribute to- Figure 3: bEver channel SNR perorA nce c pin of
wards the spreadign gain achievable in a given total bandwidth. rand code basedocls CDMA and LAS CDMA using three
Hence the corresponding spreading gain remains slightly lower different chip-waveforms when communicating over a Nakagami-
than that oftraditional random codes having the same number of m channel having m 1, when the excess bandwidth obeys /
chips per spreading sequence. This was duly taken into account in 00.
our study for the sake of a fair comparison. When using the pa-
rameters ofthe LAS-2000 [18] system, the relationship ofthe cor-
responding spreading gains satisfied G = GRAN= 1.l.7GLAS,
where GRAN and GLAS are the effective spreading gains ofthe
random codes and LAS codes, respectively. For simplicity's sake,
we assume that all paths have the same Nakagami fading parame-
ter, i.e. we have ml = m, I = 0,... -, -1. Furthermore, we
assume that both the random and LAS-code based systems have
a chip rate of 1.2288Mchips and the channel's dispersive delay
spread is TCh = 3,us. Hence the number of resolvable paths is O K=32G(1+P)=600i=2Tc11=0.2 m=1 Lr=3 L =4
LP = L7,thi + 1 = 4. The width ofthe IFW was t = 3T' and
the maximum asynchronous delay difference ofthe uplink mobile E EEE]E E EE E E E E EE E E E E E E E E E EE-l
transmitters was Tm = 2TC,while the negative exponential MIP io-v
decay factor was T = 0.2.
Figure 3 portrays the BER versus channel SNR performance
2
comparison ofrandom codebased classic CDMAandLAS CDMA 10 - 0 - 0
in conjunction with the various chip-waveforms considered, when
communicating over an infinite bandwidth Nakagami-m channel 10- Q V v
having m = 1, i.e. when the excess bandwidth was / - oc,
and K=32 users were supported. From this figure we may ob-
serve that the LAS-CDMA system exhibited a significantly better 4 LaSmcodes -) ___Random codes
BER performance than the traditional DS-CDMA system in the Rectangularchip waveform v Half-Sine chip-waveform
quasi-synchronous scenarios considered. Furthermore, the differ- 10-5 - _ ___Rai____I , ,_
ent interferencefactors ofthe different chip-waveforms had a rel- 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
atively modest effect on the associated MVAI of both the random Eb/No[dB]
code based and on the LAS-CDMA systems. The raised-cosine
chip-waveform inflicted the lowest amount ofMAI. Figure 4: BER versus channel SNR performance comparison of
By contrast, Figure 4 characterizes the BER versus channel random code based classic CDMA and LAS CDMA using three
SNR performance ofboth the random code based classic CDMA different chip-waveforms, when communicating over aNakagami-
andLAS CDMA inconjunctionwithvarious chip-waveforms, when m channel having m 1. The energy containment requirement
communicating over a band-limited Nakagami-m channel having was satisfied according to the strictly bandlimited condition [15,
m =1. The energy containment requirement was again 16] of99.995%o and the total bandwidth was fixed to G(1 + /3)=
f'> Q2(f)df ~~~~~~600, while K =32 users were supported.
f Q2(f)df -
,resulting in the excess bandwidth values listed in Table 1. The
total bandwidth of all the waveforms was set to G(1 + /3)=
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0 K=32G(l+13)=600Eb/NO=1OdBi=2Tcr=0.2 Lr=3 L =4 0 G(l+f)=600Eb/NO=30dBi=2Tcrj=0.2 m=1 Lr=3LP=4 1 0 10
104 - LScds-1-iL 3 D LAS codes_ 10nLAS codes _" 5 Random codes_
0 Rectangular chip-waveform_. O eRctnuachpwvfr_
v Half-Sine chip-waveform _ 0 v Half-Sine chip-waveform_
10o- Raised CosinechiI waveform 5 Raised Cosin0 chi-wave orm
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120
Fading parameter m Number ofusers K
Figure 5: BER versus Nakagami fading parameter, m, compar- Figure 6: BER versus the number of user comparison of random
ison of random code based classic CDMA and LAS CDMA, code based classic CDMA and LAS CDMA, when communicating
when communicating over different fading channels associated over a Nakagami-m channel having m =1. The energy contain-
with different Nakagami fading parameters m. The energy con- ment requirement was satisfied according to the strictly bandlim-
tainment requirement was satisfied according to the strictly ban- ited condition [15, 16] of 99.9950% and the total bandwidth was
dlimited condition [15, 16] of 99.995%o and the total bandwidth G(1 + J3) =600.
wasG(1+ J3)=600.
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